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AN EYE FOR AN EYEThey are battered women, grieving parents, and burglarized homeowners
who responded to criminal violence by taking the law into their own hands. Their cases have
struck a deep chord in American society. Are they victims of a failing judicial system or criminals
themselves? True crime writer Gary Provost examines the stories of ordinary citizens who have
taken on the roles of judge, jury and — sometimes — executioner. Are their acts a higher form of
justice...or merely revenge? You decide:* Bernhard Goetz, who shot four teenagers when they
approached him on a subway train and demanded money* The young man who gunned down
his own friend for killing his teenaged sister in a drunk-driving accident* The mother who risked
her life to track down and apprehend her daughter's rapist* "Grambo," the Dallas grandmother
who held a burglar at gunpoint for forty-five minutes while waiting for the police* The battered
wife who hired a hit man to murder her husband after seventeen years of abuseFascinating,
penetrating, and chilling, Into Their Own Hands is a controversial and thought-provoking look at
what's wrong with crime and punishment in America today and what happens when victims don't
just get mad — they get even.

Guest Reviewer: Simon Johnson on Predator Nation by Charles H. FergusonSimon Johnson is
coauthor of 13 Bankers: The Wall Street Takeover and the Next Financial Meltdown and White
House Burning: The Founding Fathers, Our National Debt, and Why It Matters To You.Predator
Nation demolishes the view that the global financial crisis was merely some sort of freak
accident. Charles Ferguson makes a convincing case that the world’s banking system was
brought to the brink of complete collapse in 2008–09 by a virulent combination of unchecked
greed and criminal behavior.This is an epic crime story with an apparently clean getaway,
courtesy of the George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations. Both presidents proved
unwilling to hold anyone to account—or even to launch meaningful investigations.Leading
bankers walked away with billions of dollars in unjustified compensation. The costs imposed on
the rest of us can be measured in the trillions of dollars.Predator Nation provides a roadmap for
prosecution, systematically covering the banks involved, the names of culpable executives, the
obvious crimes, the precise laws broken, and the evidence hiding in plain sight. No doubt it will
be widely ignored by our legal officials.Ferguson’s points are also intensely political. Reckless
behavior by bankers can be traced back to the bipartisan consensus around deregulating
finance in recent decades. This result is a socially destructive industry with immense political
power—and capable of defeating all attempts at meaningful reform. The continued
predominance of rogue finance is greatly facilitated by its effective corruption of American
academia and many so-called “independent experts” (documented in Charles Ferguson’s Oscar-
winning movie, Inside Job.)Big banks hold American politics in a death grip. To understand this—



and to start to think about how to break this grip—read Predator Nation and give a copy to
everyone you know.ReviewPraise for Predator Nation"A tightly argued, profusely footnoted and
deeply enraged castigation of everyone involved, Predator Nation isn’t just a factually
unchallengeable account of how Wall Street blew up the global economy. It’s a denunciation, a
call for justice and a warning."—Salon“With Predator Nation, Charles Ferguson sets out to finish
what he started with his Oscar-winning documentary, Inside Job. This take-no-prisoners account
of the financial crisis follows the money, connects the dots, names names, and asks the
questions our leaders still refuse to answer: how have those responsible for the crisis not been
held accountable, and how can we make sure it doesn’t happen again?” —Arianna Huffington,
president and editor in chief of the Huffington Post Media Group “There is fraud at the heart of
Wall Street—deliberate intellectual, business, and political deception. Charles Ferguson is in hot
pursuit. Inside Job shook up the cozy world of academic finance. Predator Nation should stir
prosecutors into action. And if we fail to reform our political system, you can say goodbye to
American democracy.” —Simon Johnson, coauthor of White House Burning and professor at
MIT Sloan School of Management “Ferguson presents a fierce indictment of predatory activities
of parts of the financial system and of the corruption of democracy that ‘big money’ financial
lobbying has caused. A book well worth reading regardless of whether you fully agree or not with
all of its arguments.” —Nouriel Roubini, professor of economics and international business at
Stern School of Business, New York University, and chairman of Roubini Global Economics “The
definitive financial crisis book has now been written. With an encyclopedic factual foundation to
support his arguments, the ever-brilliant Charles Ferguson has given us Inside Job on steroids.
The collusion between Wall Street and Washington that brought our economy to its knees is set
out in a way that will have steam coming out of your ears in fury.” —Eliot Spitzer“A deeply argued
call to action from a lucid, impassioned polemicist.”—Kirkus (starred review)“Charles Ferguson's
Predator Nation is nothing less than a devastating narrative portrait of the many times Wall
Street has made Main Street and others the victims of its predatory schemes. In his inimitable
clear-headed style, Ferguson correctly asks, why do they keep getting away with it? Why
indeed.”—William D. Cohan, author of House of Cards and Money and PowerAbout the
AuthorCharles H. Ferguson won an Oscar in 2011 forInside Job, his documentary on the
financial crisis, and was an Oscar nominee for his first documentary, No End In Sight, on the war
in Iraq. He is a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, holds a PhD in Political
Science from MIT, and has been a technology policy consultant to the White House and the
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, as well as to leading technology companies including
Apple, IBM, and Texas Instruments. He was the co-founder of Vermeer Technologies, which
invented the web tool Front Page, later sold to Microsoft. A former visiting scholar at MIT and
Berkeley, he has also been a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution. He has written four
books, and is a life member of the Council of Foreign Relations and a director of the French-
American Foundation.Read more
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SHOCKING TRUE STORIES OF CITIZENS WHO TOOK THE LAW INTO THEIR OWN
HANDSBy Gary ProvostDigital Edition published by Crossroad PressDigital Edition Copyright
2013 by the Estate of Gary ProvostRepresented by: Gail Provost StockwellLICENSE
NOTESThis eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold
or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please
purchase an additional copy for each person you share it with. If you’re reading this book and did
not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then you should return to the vendor of
your choice and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this
author.Meet the AuthorGary Provost is the author of eighteen fiction and nonfiction books,
including Fatal Dosage: The True Story of a Nurse on Trial for Murder; Without Mercy: A True
Story of Obsession and Murder Under the Influence; and Make Your Words Work. He has written
thousands of stories, articles and columns for national, regional and local publications;
humorous columns for more than 100 newspapers; and celebrity profiles for a dozen magazines.
He is a popular speaker around the country and also conducts several writing seminars and
workshops a year. He lives in Massachusetts.Book ListThe Dorchester Gas TankMake Every
Word CountThe Pork Chop WarThe Freelance Writer’s HandbookShare the Dream (as Marion
Chase)Good If It Goes (with Gail Levine-Freidus)One Hundred Ways to Improve Your
WritingPopcorn (with Gail Levine-Provost)Fatal DosageFinder (with Marilyn Greene)Beyond
StyleDavid and Max (with Gail Provost)Across the BorderWithout MercyMake Your Words
WorkDISCOVER CROSSROAD PRESSFind and follow us onJoin our group atWe hope you
enjoyed this eBook and will seek out other books published by Crossroad Press. We strive to
make our eBooks as free of errors as possible, but on occasion some make it into the final
product. If you spot any errors, please contact us at publisher@crossroadpress.com and notify
us of what you found. We’ll make the necessary corrections and republish the book. We’ll also
ensure you get the updated version of the eBook.If you’d like to be notified of new Crossroad
Press titles when they are published, please send an email to publisher@crossroadpress.com
and ask to be added to our mailing list.If you have a moment, the author would appreciate you
taking the time to leave a review for this book at your favorite online site that permits book
reviews. These reviews help books to be more easily noticed.Thank you for your assistance and
your support of the authors published by Crossroad Press.AUTHOR’S NOTEThe information in
this book is drawn from personal interviews, newspaper reports and magazine articles,
television broadcasts, and various police and court documents. As the book notes, the wheels of
justice move slowly. Because of that, a number of people included in the book had not had their
day in court by the time the book went to press. For that reason, some individuals are described
as people accused of crimes rather than necessarily being guilty of them.I want to thank the
many people who helped me in the writing of this book. Among them are Allan Provost, Russ
Galen, Robert Kord, Jack Levin, Curtis Sliwa, Richard Druks, the staff of the Fitchburg,



Massachusetts, Public Library, the staff of the Worcester, Massachusetts, Public Library,
Candice Slaughter, Quellar Ratcliff, Tony Cimo, the Reverend Frank Strunk, the Machiasport,
Maine, Chamber of Commerce, Sandra Matheson, Sheriff John McDaniels, Dr. Irving Guller, the
staff of the Los Angeles Public Library, Nushka Resnikof, Dr. James Fox, Billie Jean Rains, Chief
Louis Fetheroif, Norman Bates, Jack McDevitt, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, Mark
Howard, the Muskegon, Michigan, Police Department, Martin Hiraga, and Phil Chancellor.At
Bantam Books I want to thank Susanna Porter, Betsy Mitchell, and Ilene Block.Also, there are
many people who contribute to a book’s success after an author has written his thanks. There
are copyeditors, typesetters, art directors, proofreaders, sales people, bookstore owners and
managers, and book buyers, to name a few. I want to thank all of those people who are doing
what they can to keep America reading.SHOCKING TRUE STORIES OF CITIZENS WHO
TOOK THE LAW INTO THEIR OWN HANDSCONTENTSINTRODUCTIONCHAPTER ONE:
DEADLY NEIGHBORSCHAPTER TWO: A FAMILY AFFAIRCHAPTER THREE: THE
DISGRUNTLED WORKERCHAPTER FOUR: THE BATTERED WOMANCHAPTER FIVE: THE
UPLIFTED KNIFECHAPTER SIX: THE VIGILANTECHAPTER SEVEN: THE
WATCHDOGSCHAPTER EIGHT: GOOD SAMARITANSINTRODUCTIONA few years ago in
Bristol, Connecticut, two friends and I created the greatest plan in history for the correction of all
social problems. And we weren’t even drinking. It was called “The Bristol Plan,” and it covered
pretty much everything: the environment, elections, taxes, you name it. But perhaps the most
provocative part of the plan was its criminal justice system.Under The Bristol Plan there would
be only two possible sentences for felonies:Two years in prison.Death by hanging.The two-year
sentence would be served by most offenders on their first conviction. Car thieves, shoplifters,
unarmed burglars, extortionists, embezzlers, check forgers, drunk drivers, and corrupt politicians
would be sent away for twenty-four months to reconsider the choices they had been making.This
prison would be unlike the prisons we know today. It would be a clean and well-lighted place,
geared entirely toward rehabilitation. The two-year prisoner would wear street clothes, eat
nutritious meals, learn new skills, get counseling, enjoy conjugal visits, and be supplied with
Tony Robbins tapes. In other words, the prisoner would have every opportunity to reform. The
cost of this two-year prison would be small, when measured against the billions we would save
by no longer operating huge maximum-security fortresses. This two-year prison would probably
be relatively easy to escape from, but we reckoned that escapes would be rare, inasmuch as the
punishment for attempted escape would be death by hanging.When the prisoner was released
from a two-year prison he would be supported until he got a job, and we would help in that effort.
If he didn’t help himself, then, of course, we would hang him. In fact, we would do everything
possible to get this person up and running again, a productive member of society. Once the
prisoner had gone through a two-year sentence, there would be no conceivable excuse for his
committing another crime.The only other possible sentence for a felony under The Bristol Plan
would be death by hanging. This sentence would be given on the first conviction to murderers,
rapists, kidnappers, and anybody who carried a deadly weapon in the commission of a crime.It



seemed to us that giving these people five- and ten-year sentences was like burying atomic
waste for five years and then dropping it into the nearest reservoir. Under this system we would
use a lot of rope, but the recidivism rate would drop sharply.The death sentence, by the way,
would also go to attempted murderers. We didn’t understand why attempted murder is treated
as a lesser crime than murder. Clearly, the criminal who tries to kill is equally as dangerous to
society as the one who does kill, though perhaps not as good a shot, so why should we reward
incompetence with a lesser sentence?The crimes punishable by two-year sentences would be
divided into categories, depending on their severity. A person might commit a minor crime three
times, and serve three two-year sentences, and be hanged for the fourth offense. Someone who
committed a more severe crime might get a second two-year sentence, and hang for the third
offense.But sooner or later any series of felonies, no matter what the crime, would lead to the
gallows. There would be no such thing as a fifth offense, and no such thing as a “known career
criminal.” As we saw it, by the time a felon went through the two-year sentence a time or two, he
would be so certain of the consequences of future crimes that committing another crime would
be the equivalent of saying, “Please hang me.”To commit a hanging crime would, in effect, be to
commit suicide. It would be a death wish, and we would grant that wish within seventy-two hours
of conviction. There would be no appeals process. It seemed silly to us to set up a justice system
and then put in an appeals process which basically says the system can’t be trusted to work
properly.There was a lot more to The Bristol Plan. We were going to hang the presidents of
corporations that knowingly poisoned the drinking water, or knowingly sold defective parts to the
military. We thought we might establish a hanging channel on cable TV, so people could see
their tax dollars at work. We might have gone too far at times. I, for example, wanted to hang any
organist who played one of those moronic cavalry charges during an NBA basketball game. But I
was voted down.However, it did seem that as long as we limited the discussion to serious
felonies, we had come up with a system of justice that everybody could live with. The right-
wingers would go for all the hangings, and the liberals would be delighted about the two years of
rehab.During the last three years I have described this plan to hundreds of people. And in all that
time I don’t think I have met one person who wouldn’t vote for it. Conservatives, liberals,
Democrats, Republicans, and Libertarians all agree that what we’re doing now isn’t working.
When they hear The Bristol Plan their eyes light up; they get excited. “Yes, yes,” they say, “and
the child molesters and the people who sell crack in the schoolyards, and the men who beat
their wives, let’s hang them all.”Clearly, The Bristol Plan had struck a nerve.The people I talk to
are wringing their hands and shaking their heads. They cannot believe how incredibly
cumbersome, slow, and ineffective the criminal justice system is. They believe that when a crime
is committed, justice comes slowly or not at all. They believe that most criminals go unpunished
and that the ones who are punished are not punished severely enough. And the people who
believe these things are absolutely right. The system is a disaster. Most murders are never
solved. Most indicted criminals plea bargain their way into laughable sentences. Most sentences
are never served. Most devices for capital punishment are gathering dust, and when they are



used, the taxpayers’ bill runs between one million and three million dollars. By 1990, it seemed
to me that there were no more liberals on crime.What I was hearing in people’s response to The
Bristol Plan was rage. You couldn’t enjoy an evening walk in the city, because you might get
mugged. You worried about buying that sports car you’ve always wanted because there was an
excellent chance that it would be stolen. Your kid couldn’t play basketball in the gym after school
anymore because there had been a knifing incident there. Your hairdresser had bruises on her
face because her husband was beating her and the cops wouldn’t arrest him. Your taxes went up
to pay for more cops, more prisons, more prosecutors, more judges—and all this more didn’t
seem to make the slightest bit of difference. Cars were being hijacked, little old couples were
being clubbed to death in their candy stores, women were being raped in broad daylight, and the
National Rifle Association was saying, in effect, that if some homicidal psycho really needed a
gun right now, real bad, he shouldn’t have to wait four days for it.So there was a lot of rage going
on and I was fascinated by it in others, and in myself. Here I was, a lifelong liberal, getting ready
to hang half the criminals in the kingdom. I knew there were others like me, lots of them.And
there were many people who had done far more than just sitting in a Connecticut living room
concocting a plan. There were people who had taken the law into their own hands. When the law
had been unavailable, or worked too slowly, or punished too lightly, they had gotten revenge.
Some had simply grabbed muggers or videotaped dope dealers breaking the law, or threatened
to kill the drug customers. Others had shot burglars to death, chased down rapists and
murdered them, shoved knives into the backs of abusive husbands, burned crack houses, and
beaten purse snatchers. And I wondered, were these unusual people? Or were they just me next
year, or the year after?Like most people in the audience, I had cheered when Charles Bronson
casually blew away street criminals in Death Wish. And years later I took vicarious pleasure in
the actions of Bernhard Goetz. I knew his rage; I understood his reaction. And I bet you did, too.
Intellectually, we all know that the orderly thing to do is to let the law take its course, but
emotionally we all have a bit of Charles Bronson in us. These days when a victim, or a friend or
relative of the victim, gets swift justice by plugging a couple of bullets into the criminal who
violated him, we might talk about the rule of law, and editorialize about the threat of democracy
when citizens take the law into their own hands, but secretly we cheer.This book is about
Americans who did just that in recent years. It is about the kind of revenge that occurs when law
can’t solve the problem, or when someone believes that to be true. All of these people acted out
of rage and a belief that there was no system out there to get them the pound of flesh they
believed they were entitled to.But there is a very dark side to all of this. Americans don’t cheer for
everyone who takes revenge. Certainly we do not cheer for Ralph Orin Davis who walked into a
city council meeting in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, and shot the mayor to death and wounded two
councilmen because of a dispute over a sewerage bill. Or the Florida man who shot his
stockbroker for allegedly mismanaging funds. Or the Rhode Island man who murdered a man’s
entire family because of alleged financial mismanagement. But these people were enraged, too,
and no doubt they felt every bit as justified in their actions as the abused wife who shoots her



husband after he has beaten her and humiliated her for twenty years.Though most people have
probably heard about one instance of revenge that secretly pleased them, there is nothing like
total agreement on whose revenge is satisfying to the enraged spirit and whose is not. There are
those unsettling cases of revenge which please some people and outrage others. Take, for
example, San Diego’s Elizabeth Broderick, whose story filled the West Coast newspapers for a
couple of years, showed up on 20/20, and eventually was made into not one, but two television
movies. Broderick said she shot to death her ex-husband, who was a prominent lawyer, and his
new wife, because she had been emotionally abused by him for years and he had used the legal
system to destroy her. Her story was so convincing that much of the public and part of her jury
sided with her. She was eventually convicted of second-degree murder. Women all over America
turned this person into some kind of heroine. And yet, when I saw her on television, not even
knowing who she was, I said to myself, boy, that is one sick lady. To me she would not have been
less sympathetic if she was murdering school kids and burying them in the back yard.So to each
story of revenge, to each instance of someone taking the law into his or her own hands, we bring
our own history, just as Bernhard Goetz brought a history of being mugged onto a subway train
one fateful day. We see the event through the filter of our own prejudices, our own beliefs. Many
of the people in this book are innocent victims who were brought to the point of rage. They are
people we can root for against people we despise. But others are malcontents, sociopaths, bad
apples, people who took the law into their own hands when the law should have taken them into
its hands.You’ll have to decide which is which.CHAPTER ONEDEADLY
NEIGHBORSMachiasport is a lovely and quiet town that lies in the coastal lowlands of eastern
Maine, bout halfway up the state, where even on summer days a chill wind can blow off the north
Atlantic across salt marshes and tidal creeks. In fact, Machiasport is almost as far east as you
can go in the U.S.A. The Machias Bay area, which includes Machiasport, is known for its
beautiful shoreline, its lighthouses, sandy beaches, and quiet fishing villages. There are two
things you don’t expect to find in Machiasport. One is air-conditioning. The other is violence.But
on the night of August 29, 1989, Machiasport saw violence that the townspeople will never
forget. The violence involved a thirty-eight-year-old surveyor by the name of Michael Phillips,
and his forty-one-year-old wife, Florence.The Phillipses had moved from Indiana to Maine,
where they planned, says their daughter, Sandra, “to live a simple life.” Their four grown children
lived back in the Midwest, but their eleven-year-old son, Michael, Jr., moved with them into the
little red house on Route 191 in Machiasport.By August of 1989 the Phillips family had lived in
that Machiasport house for three years, three years which, their friends say, were made hellish
by their neighbor, Richard Uffelman.Uffelman, at a minimum, was a strange man. He and his
wife, Anita, and their two sons, lived across the road from the Phillipses in a stately, two-storied,
Athenian-styled house that was protected at the front by huge white pillars and broad picture
windows that were three panes thick. The house was a curiosity, known locally as Magnolia
Mansion. “It fit into the coastline of Maine about as well as the Taj Mahal would fit in Rome,” says
one local resident.Parked in the front yard of Magnolia Mansion were seven identical AMC Pacer



automobiles. There was also a doghouse with its own pillars. The money for the house came not
from Uffelman, it was rumored, but from his Belgian-born wife, whose father had gotten rich by
manufacturing computer chips in Belgium. Uffelman had been living in the house for ten
years.After the Phillipses moved in, there was a short period of congeniality between the two
families.“We liked our new neighbors very much,” Richard Uffelman has said. “We liked Mikey.
He and my sons were like the Three Musketeers.”But soon Uffelman began to believe that the
Phillips family was out to get him. Uffelman accused the Phillipses of harassing him. He told the
police that the Phillipses had thrown bottles in his yard. Michael and Florence denied it, but
Uffelman was adamant. He complained because the Phillipses burned wood to heat their home.
Haranguing them over a public address system which he had installed in his house, he called
them “white trash,” and urged them to move.When the Phillipses complained about the
loudspeaker, and about the rock music that blared from Uffelman’s house, somebody leaked the
air out of their tires. When they complained a second time, somebody doused their porch with
kerosene. When they urged neighbors to sign a petition demanding that Uffelman move, they
received threatening phone calls and they were assaulted by the recorded sound of machine
gun fire which Uffelman played over his public address system.In his arsenal of noisemakers
Uffelman also had a siren that shrieked at all hours of the day and night. “It sounded,” says one
neighbor, “as if there was a police car or an ambulance right in your yard.”The Phillipses were
also disturbed by Uffelman’s military mindset. He fancied himself a General Patton and he kept
his boys, Rick and Gerry, then ages ten and twelve, at constant military alert. He tutored them
from a Marine Corps manual. He trained them in firearms and the laying down of “suppressive
fire,” in case of attack. He ran them through close-order drills on his deck.Though the Phillipses
didn’t know it, Uffelman was also conducting what were called “Marty Raids,” emergency drills to
prepare the family for an expected attack from Anita’s ex-husband, Marty, even though the family
had not seen Marty in more than ten years.Mike Phillips recalls that Uffelman “was always yelling
at us with a bullhorn and shining spotlights on us.” He says, “My mom and dad bought me a new
bike, but they wouldn’t let me ride it down the road, because they were afraid he would do
something to me.”“It got so that Michael couldn’t have friends over,” says Constance Morse,
Florence’s sister. “I’ve seen Uffelman and his family carrying seven weapons at a time. He used
to have his boys parading around with guns and they would stand at attention in front of his
house.”At one point the Phillipses even told their lawyer that they thought Uffelman might
eventually kill them.While the Phillips family sought help from the law, Uffelman, too, sought it.
During this period he filed complaints, forty-seven of them, accusing the Phillipses of harassing
him. He claimed that they threw things at his house, stole letters from his mailbox, and had even
shot bullets at his swimming pool while his boys were in it.Wesley Hussey, a state police
sergeant who handled some of the complaints, says, “Both parties had multiple witnesses,
family members, friends, telling opposite stories. You couldn’t honestly say that one was more
credible than the other.”Uffelman constantly complained about Michael and Florence Phillips to
whoever would listen at the Dennysville post office, where he worked part-time as a clerk, at the



grocery store, and at the gun store. Robert Carter, a Machiasport gun dealer, says that on the
afternoon of August 29, Uffelman was in the store with his two sons, and told Carter that the
Phillipses were trying to get him outside so that they could shoot him.“I’m not going to take any
chances,” Uffelman said. “I’m not going to become a statistic.”Colby Kilton, who is married to
Florence Philips’s niece, Vanessa, was a Phillips houseguest at the time, and he says that on
that same afternoon he went out to his truck to get something, and Uffelman came on the
loudspeaker, shouting, “I’m going to waste you, Colby,” and “Did they send you out as a practice
target, Colby?”Certainly to people in Machiasport it seemed that the Phillipses and the
Uffelmans were engaged in a full-fledged feud. The romantic idea of a feud is of two sides
equally at fault, or equally justified, in their outrage. A feud is a game of revenge. Smith shoots
Brown’s pig, so Brown gets even by shooting Smith’s goat. Smith gets even by burning Brown’s
barn, then Brown evens the score by raping Smith’s sister, then Smith shoots Brown’s son in the
back, then Brown hangs Smith from the nearest oak tree. They take turns, like checker players,
until one of them is dead.But the truth is that Richard Uffelman was a one-man feud, searching
for a target, a man who would have gotten into a gunfight with the pope if no one else was
available. He was, to use a popular metaphor, a bomb waiting to explode. He was, in plain
language, nuts.In 1979, after many years in New Jersey, Richard Uffelman had returned to
Cutler, Maine, in the Machias Bay area, where he had been stationed in the navy. He had always
seen himself as an enforcer of laws, a keeper of peace, so when a job as the sole police officer
in Cutler, a town of four hundred residents, opened up, Uffelman applied for it. In applying for the
CETA-funded job, Uffelman told the Cutler selectmen that he had worked in New Jersey as an
informant.He told them that from 1968 until May of 1977 he worked as an informant for a variety
of law enforcement agencies.“He told us that information on criminal activities was big business,”
Kord says. “He saw himself as a kind of crusader for justice.”Uffelman told the selectmen that he
had friends in the U.S. Treasury Department. As he told it, he first made contact with the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Bureau of Narcotics in 1968 when he offered the bureau information
about a narcotics dealer. At the department’s request, he spent the next several months in
surveillance, watching the movement of drugs and drug money at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.In the early 1970s, he said, he became friends with police officers in a Pennsylvania
city, which he chose not to identify. When he sensed that the local cops were sandbagging on
the investigation of an alleged drug operation he turned to his friends at the Treasury
Department. Treasury sent him undercover, he said, and he helped them break up the drug ring
and bring the bad cops to justice.In April of 1975, he said, he helped the Camden County
prosecutor’s office in a police investigation that was eventually turned over to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. (BATF) After that, Uffelman said, he worked regularly as an
informant for the BATF, work which he did, he said, for little or no pay. He told the Cutler
selectmen that the work was dangerous, that it required cool thinking.Among the reasons, that
Uffelman gave of why he should be hired as Cutler’s police officer were the fact that he lived
near the center of town, that his hobby was firearms, and that he owned a Dodge Military Model



Power Wagon. He also told them that, because he was retired from the Navy, he would have
access to Navy special services equipment. Kord says, “He also said that he had twenty years'
experience as a diver, and owned several boats.”Uffelman spoke highly of the people of Cutler,
saying he valued their friendship and would always have their best interests at heart.“He told us
that a police officer must be worthy of his keep,” Kord recalls. “He said he wanted to live in Cutler
forever because he loved the people.”Like much of what Uffelman said, this application letter
was neither all truth nor all fiction. It was truth, enlarged by imagination. Uffelman was an
intelligent man who was capable at times of great charm, and the people of the area were taken
in. Specifically, the selectmen of the town of Cutler accepted him at his word, without checking
his background, and made him town officer.Soon after Uffelman was appointed, the town
selectmen were voted out of office and replaced by a new trio of selectmen. One of them was
Bob Kord, who today says he always knew that something terrible would happen.“The biggest
crime we’d had here was one time somebody stole some branches off a tree to make a
Christmas wreath,” Kord says, “but Richard walked around town all the time with a gun strapped
to his hip. Normally, our police officer doesn’t carry a gun, so that was highly unusual. People
kept calling me and saying they were afraid of him. They said he was snooping around their
houses at night, as if he were casing the places for later. The first week he was on the job he
shot a dog in the center of town. He said the dog bit him, but the owner of the dog says that
never happened. This is just a little Sleepy Hollow of a town where people go about their
business. They didn’t want this Rambo Robocop roaming around town.“So I talked to him. I said,
‘Richard, maybe you should keep a lower profile, take off the leather.’ He used to wear this
leather cap that looked like a Nazi thing. I explained to him that we were interested more in a
constable kind of thing, someone who would make sure there was no trouble, and be available
for elderly people if they needed help. But my phone kept ringing off the wall with complaints. I
told him, ‘We can’t have complaints like this.’ He said, ‘Give me their names.’ Of course, I
couldn’t do that; it would betray a confidence.”Kord was concerned enough to check on
Uffelman’s New Jersey story. Uffelman had claimed that he’d gone undercover and supplied
information to Special Agent Danny Markovich of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
on over twenty cases, and had used “a multitude of criminal investigative techniques, including
electronic devices.” But when Kord called Markovich, he learned that Uffelman had been
involved in far fewer cases and had never used sophisticated equipment. The overall picture that
Markovich gave was a somewhat different version of Uffelman’s career.“I was told that Uffelman
used to come into the office with lists of license plate numbers, and all sorts of suspicions,” Kord
says. “They saw him as a pest.”Kord and the other selectmen talked it over and decided to fire
Uffelman.“I went to his house, which was in town, and I told him we’d have to let him go,” Kord
says. “Either he could resign or we would have to fire him, and he would be entitled to a public
hearing. When I told him this, his wife, Anita, got upset. What happened next was frightening. I
left the house. Uffelman gave his wife a terrible smack, and then he came running after me like a
dog. He kept tapping me on the back and he said, ‘I owe you one, go ahead, take a punch at



me.’“He was wearing a gun, and I just knew that if I punched him, he would use that as an
excuse to gun me down. He probably figured there were neighbors looking out the windows and
he would have witnesses if I hit him. I told him I didn’t want to, so he put out his hand and said,
‘Then shake my hand, let’s be friends.’“My first impressions of Richard had been that he was
sincere, and intelligent. The guy is suave, he’s got a lot of marbles. But by now it was pretty clear
to me that this guy was unhinged, so I didn’t shake his hand. That might be all he needed to feel
as if I had assaulted him. He had this default button that says if someone doesn’t agree with you,
blow them away. I got in my car and I got out of there in a hurry. The thing was he took pleasure
in this sort of thing. There was a sense of danger and it was thrilling to him. He was eating it
up.”Uffelman did get his public hearing, but his dismissal was upheld. Among the reasons cited
in the official Notice of Dismissal were the fact that Uffelman had made misleading statements
on his application for employment. Uffelman was also cited for insubordination because he
refused to cooperate with the selectmen, and for dereliction of duty because he failed to show
up when he was supposed to be security officer at the Cutler Grange dance.After Uffelman was
fired he bought a house in Machiasport, and Bob Kord had little direct contact with him. Most of
what Kord knew about Uffelman came from “Uffelman stories,” which were always circulating the
community like dirty jokes.One day Kord ran into a man who had asked Uffelman if he was going
to a turkey shoot. Uffelman reportedly said, “Yes, I ought to go, because I’m going to kill Kord. But
I’ve got to save a bullet for the other selectmen who fired me.”One day Kord’s kids saw Uffelman
swimming at the local beach and reported that he had a knife strapped to his leg. On another
occasion Uffelman told people that he could burn down Kord’s log cabin and nobody would
know he did it, because he could use some sort of rocket to deliver the fuel.“I was really afraid
that this guy was going to come down the road and shoot me,” Kord says.Though Uffelman
never did attack Kord, he charged dozens of phone calls to Kord’s number before Kord reported
him to the phone company and the calls stopped.It became widely known that Uffelman was
dangerously paranoid, believing that people were out to get him. When his house burned down,
he began to build the house that would become Magnolia Mansion. But, according to Kord, at
least one person claims to have seen plans for the new Uffelman house before the old house
burned. One carpenter working on the new house told Kord that he was worried, because
Uffelman had some sort of trip wire rigged in his field.Soon after Uffelman and his family moved
into the new house in Machiasport, the family that lived in the house across the road moved out
because of Uffelman. The next family had a dog mysteriously shot. They moved out. Then came
Michael and Florence Phillips and their son Mike.“I think they were just determined that they
would not be pushed around,” Kord says. “They were good citizens, they paid their taxes, and
they had a right to walk on the streets. They just weren’t going to give in to this bully. I feel guilty
now. I wish I had known what was going on, because I would have gone to them and told them,
this guy is dangerous.”With each complaint about Uffelman, the Phillipses were told by the
police that there must be proof. So, after an incident in which Uffelman almost ran down
Florence Phillips, the couple bought a video camera and began secretly taping Uffelman’s



movements outside of Magnolia Mansion. The Phillipses taped Uffelman as he put his boys
through their military paces, and they turned the tapes over to the police. But nothing they
captured on videotape was worthy of police intervention. So on August 29, they set up the video
camera in their kitchen window, aimed it at Uffelman’s house, and sat down to dinner with Colby
and Vanessa Kilton, and Mike. Then Michael Phillips strapped on a holstered .357 Magnum
handgun, packed a Titan .25 pistol into his pocket, and went for a walk with Florence.Though it
was common for Michael and Florence Phillips to take such a stroll, it seems that this particular
walk was designed to provoke Uffelman. The fact that they aimed the camera at their neighbor’s
house and left it running, and that Michael armed himself with two guns, indicates that the
Phillipses might finally have reached the point of taking the law into their own hands. Perhaps
they were hoping that Uffelman would draw on them, and they could shoot him in self-defense,
bringing the feud to an end. Then they could dramatically run the videotape in court to prove
their innocence.While the Phillipses were clearly being victimized in this Machiasport drama,
feuding neighbors who take the law into their own hands are not always so sympathetic. Take, for
example, the case of Robert and Susan McLaughlin.On the night of June 1, 1988, Robert and
Marie Gushing were at home watching a Boston Celtics basketball game on television in
Hampton, New Hampshire. Robert Gushing, who was sixty-three, got up to get something from
the kitchen. While he was up, there was a knock on the front door. He went through the living
room into the hall, and opened the door. He saw a figure in black holding a shotgun. It was the
last thing Robert Gushing saw. The assailant fired the shotgun twice, killing Mr. Gushing
immediately.On August 27, police officer Robert McLaughlin, Sr., forty-seven, who had been a
police officer in Hampton for eighteen years, turned himself in and confessed to the
murder.According to witnesses McLaughlin, an alcoholic, was a total mess at the time. One of
his lawyers claimed that McLaughlin had been drinking daily and using drugs all through that
summer, and someone else who knew McLaughlin says that by the time he was arrested he
could barely tie his shoes. He had killed Gushing, he said, to settle a feud.So what was this feud
all about? Had Mr. Gushing poisoned the McLaughlin dog? Had he scratched the McLaughlin
fender? No. In fact, the feud, such as it was, had ended years ago as far as Gushing was
concerned. He had no idea that it had festered day and night in the mind of his neighbor.Sandra
Matheson is the Director of Victim Advocates of the New Hampshire Attorney General’s Office.
She was involved with the McLaughlin case, she says, “from day one,” and she explains the so-
called “feud” this way:“It’s really quite crazy and bizarre. About fourteen years before the murder,
there had been a fatal automobile accident involving a couple of teenagers in front of Gushing’s
house. The accident had no relationship to Mr. Gushing. When the police came, Gushing was
trying to help out, direct traffic and so forth. There was some kind of confrontation between the
police and Mr. Cushing. He was smoking a cigarette and they wanted him to put it out because
of the spilled gasoline, something like that. In any case, there was a problem, and they arrested
him, and charges of some sort were brought against Mr. Gushing.“Shortly after that a woman
neighbor of the Cushings was arrested for reckless driving. She was driving home from church



on a Saturday night and she drove across a yellow line. She was arrested by Mr. McLaughlin and
another officer. According to her, the woman was roughed up and her coat was torn. The officers
claimed she was drinking and somewhat resistant. She claimed that they roughed her up
because she was scheduled to be a witness for Mr. Cushing in the case against him.“Well, Mr.
Cushing’s son, Rene, was a real social activist, and before long there was this big protest about
police brutality and there were petitions to the selectmen and calls for the firings of the officers
and so forth. Posters were put up against these two officers. Mr. Cushing, himself, had nothing to
do with this.“As it turned out, nothing ever came of the charges against Mr. Gushing, they were
just dropped. Mr. Gushing and Mr. McLaughlin, even though they were neighbors, never even
met. But Mr. McLaughlin formed a grudge. He was convinced that this police brutality protest
had destroyed his career progress. Eighteen years with the police department and he never
advanced, and he believed it was the Gushing family’s fault. He never spoke to them. As the
years went by, McLaughlin became more and more of a basket case. He would do crazy things
like fire his gun out the window of his cruiser, smoke marijuana at police parties, get drunk. He
got addicted to prescription drugs and all the time he and his wife had this grudge going against
the Cushings.”As police investigated McLaughlin’s story about how he had murdered Gushing,
they learned that a month earlier both Robert, Sr., and his wife Susan, thirty-six, had told their
son Robert, Jr., that the two of them had killed Cushing.So Robert, Sr., revised his story. In the
new version the murderer of Robert Gushing was, he said, his wife. He said that he had been at
home sleeping the night of the shooting, but that his wife had left their apartment at six-thirty P.M.
on June 1, and returned at midnight.“It was a crazy time,” he said. “She told me that she had
gone to the Gushing home and what she had done. She told me that she had shot someone at
the Gushing home and thrown the shotgun into the river.” McLaughlin told police that he had
confessed to the murder because he hoped it would lead investigators to his wife.The state
meanwhile had its own version. According to prosecutors, Robert and Susan McLaughlin were
watching Apocalypse Now on television that night when Robert announced that he was ready to
kill someone in the Gushing household. Susan begged Robert to take her with him. He said
okay, and the two of them dressed in black. Though Gushing lived only a hundred steps from the
Mclaughlin’s basement apartment, Susan drove Robert to Gushing’s house on Winnacunnet
Road, and acted as lookout while Robert knocked twice on the door, then shot Gushing in the
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SAMARITANSCONTENTSINTRODUCTIONCHAPTER ONE: DEADLY NEIGHBORSCHAPTER
TWO: A FAMILY AFFAIRCHAPTER THREE: THE DISGRUNTLED WORKERCHAPTER FOUR:
THE BATTERED WOMANCHAPTER FIVE: THE UPLIFTED KNIFECHAPTER SIX: THE
VIGILANTECHAPTER SEVEN: THE WATCHDOGSCHAPTER EIGHT: GOOD
SAMARITANSINTRODUCTIONA few years ago in Bristol, Connecticut, two friends and I
created the greatest plan in history for the correction of all social problems. And we weren’t even
drinking. It was called “The Bristol Plan,” and it covered pretty much everything: the environment,
elections, taxes, you name it. But perhaps the most provocative part of the plan was its criminal
justice system.Under The Bristol Plan there would be only two possible sentences for
felonies:Two years in prison.Death by hanging.The two-year sentence would be served by most
offenders on their first conviction. Car thieves, shoplifters, unarmed burglars, extortionists,
embezzlers, check forgers, drunk drivers, and corrupt politicians would be sent away for twenty-
four months to reconsider the choices they had been making.This prison would be unlike the
prisons we know today. It would be a clean and well-lighted place, geared entirely toward
rehabilitation. The two-year prisoner would wear street clothes, eat nutritious meals, learn new
skills, get counseling, enjoy conjugal visits, and be supplied with Tony Robbins tapes. In other
words, the prisoner would have every opportunity to reform. The cost of this two-year prison
would be small, when measured against the billions we would save by no longer operating huge
maximum-security fortresses. This two-year prison would probably be relatively easy to escape
from, but we reckoned that escapes would be rare, inasmuch as the punishment for attempted
escape would be death by hanging.When the prisoner was released from a two-year prison he
would be supported until he got a job, and we would help in that effort. If he didn’t help himself,
then, of course, we would hang him. In fact, we would do everything possible to get this person
up and running again, a productive member of society. Once the prisoner had gone through a



two-year sentence, there would be no conceivable excuse for his committing another crime.The
only other possible sentence for a felony under The Bristol Plan would be death by hanging. This
sentence would be given on the first conviction to murderers, rapists, kidnappers, and anybody
who carried a deadly weapon in the commission of a crime.It seemed to us that giving these
people five- and ten-year sentences was like burying atomic waste for five years and then
dropping it into the nearest reservoir. Under this system we would use a lot of rope, but the
recidivism rate would drop sharply.The death sentence, by the way, would also go to attempted
murderers. We didn’t understand why attempted murder is treated as a lesser crime than
murder. Clearly, the criminal who tries to kill is equally as dangerous to society as the one who
does kill, though perhaps not as good a shot, so why should we reward incompetence with a
lesser sentence?The crimes punishable by two-year sentences would be divided into
categories, depending on their severity. A person might commit a minor crime three times, and
serve three two-year sentences, and be hanged for the fourth offense. Someone who committed
a more severe crime might get a second two-year sentence, and hang for the third offense.But
sooner or later any series of felonies, no matter what the crime, would lead to the gallows. There
would be no such thing as a fifth offense, and no such thing as a “known career criminal.” As we
saw it, by the time a felon went through the two-year sentence a time or two, he would be so
certain of the consequences of future crimes that committing another crime would be the
equivalent of saying, “Please hang me.”To commit a hanging crime would, in effect, be to commit
suicide. It would be a death wish, and we would grant that wish within seventy-two hours of
conviction. There would be no appeals process. It seemed silly to us to set up a justice system
and then put in an appeals process which basically says the system can’t be trusted to work
properly.There was a lot more to The Bristol Plan. We were going to hang the presidents of
corporations that knowingly poisoned the drinking water, or knowingly sold defective parts to the
military. We thought we might establish a hanging channel on cable TV, so people could see
their tax dollars at work. We might have gone too far at times. I, for example, wanted to hang any
organist who played one of those moronic cavalry charges during an NBA basketball game. But I
was voted down.However, it did seem that as long as we limited the discussion to serious
felonies, we had come up with a system of justice that everybody could live with. The right-
wingers would go for all the hangings, and the liberals would be delighted about the two years of
rehab.During the last three years I have described this plan to hundreds of people. And in all that
time I don’t think I have met one person who wouldn’t vote for it. Conservatives, liberals,
Democrats, Republicans, and Libertarians all agree that what we’re doing now isn’t working.
When they hear The Bristol Plan their eyes light up; they get excited. “Yes, yes,” they say, “and
the child molesters and the people who sell crack in the schoolyards, and the men who beat
their wives, let’s hang them all.”Clearly, The Bristol Plan had struck a nerve.The people I talk to
are wringing their hands and shaking their heads. They cannot believe how incredibly
cumbersome, slow, and ineffective the criminal justice system is. They believe that when a crime
is committed, justice comes slowly or not at all. They believe that most criminals go unpunished



and that the ones who are punished are not punished severely enough. And the people who
believe these things are absolutely right. The system is a disaster. Most murders are never
solved. Most indicted criminals plea bargain their way into laughable sentences. Most sentences
are never served. Most devices for capital punishment are gathering dust, and when they are
used, the taxpayers’ bill runs between one million and three million dollars. By 1990, it seemed
to me that there were no more liberals on crime.What I was hearing in people’s response to The
Bristol Plan was rage. You couldn’t enjoy an evening walk in the city, because you might get
mugged. You worried about buying that sports car you’ve always wanted because there was an
excellent chance that it would be stolen. Your kid couldn’t play basketball in the gym after school
anymore because there had been a knifing incident there. Your hairdresser had bruises on her
face because her husband was beating her and the cops wouldn’t arrest him. Your taxes went up
to pay for more cops, more prisons, more prosecutors, more judges—and all this more didn’t
seem to make the slightest bit of difference. Cars were being hijacked, little old couples were
being clubbed to death in their candy stores, women were being raped in broad daylight, and the
National Rifle Association was saying, in effect, that if some homicidal psycho really needed a
gun right now, real bad, he shouldn’t have to wait four days for it.So there was a lot of rage going
on and I was fascinated by it in others, and in myself. Here I was, a lifelong liberal, getting ready
to hang half the criminals in the kingdom. I knew there were others like me, lots of them.And
there were many people who had done far more than just sitting in a Connecticut living room
concocting a plan. There were people who had taken the law into their own hands. When the law
had been unavailable, or worked too slowly, or punished too lightly, they had gotten revenge.
Some had simply grabbed muggers or videotaped dope dealers breaking the law, or threatened
to kill the drug customers. Others had shot burglars to death, chased down rapists and
murdered them, shoved knives into the backs of abusive husbands, burned crack houses, and
beaten purse snatchers. And I wondered, were these unusual people? Or were they just me next
year, or the year after?Like most people in the audience, I had cheered when Charles Bronson
casually blew away street criminals in Death Wish. And years later I took vicarious pleasure in
the actions of Bernhard Goetz. I knew his rage; I understood his reaction. And I bet you did, too.
Intellectually, we all know that the orderly thing to do is to let the law take its course, but
emotionally we all have a bit of Charles Bronson in us. These days when a victim, or a friend or
relative of the victim, gets swift justice by plugging a couple of bullets into the criminal who
violated him, we might talk about the rule of law, and editorialize about the threat of democracy
when citizens take the law into their own hands, but secretly we cheer.This book is about
Americans who did just that in recent years. It is about the kind of revenge that occurs when law
can’t solve the problem, or when someone believes that to be true. All of these people acted out
of rage and a belief that there was no system out there to get them the pound of flesh they
believed they were entitled to.But there is a very dark side to all of this. Americans don’t cheer for
everyone who takes revenge. Certainly we do not cheer for Ralph Orin Davis who walked into a
city council meeting in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, and shot the mayor to death and wounded two



councilmen because of a dispute over a sewerage bill. Or the Florida man who shot his
stockbroker for allegedly mismanaging funds. Or the Rhode Island man who murdered a man’s
entire family because of alleged financial mismanagement. But these people were enraged, too,
and no doubt they felt every bit as justified in their actions as the abused wife who shoots her
husband after he has beaten her and humiliated her for twenty years.Though most people have
probably heard about one instance of revenge that secretly pleased them, there is nothing like
total agreement on whose revenge is satisfying to the enraged spirit and whose is not. There are
those unsettling cases of revenge which please some people and outrage others. Take, for
example, San Diego’s Elizabeth Broderick, whose story filled the West Coast newspapers for a
couple of years, showed up on 20/20, and eventually was made into not one, but two television
movies. Broderick said she shot to death her ex-husband, who was a prominent lawyer, and his
new wife, because she had been emotionally abused by him for years and he had used the legal
system to destroy her. Her story was so convincing that much of the public and part of her jury
sided with her. She was eventually convicted of second-degree murder. Women all over America
turned this person into some kind of heroine. And yet, when I saw her on television, not even
knowing who she was, I said to myself, boy, that is one sick lady. To me she would not have been
less sympathetic if she was murdering school kids and burying them in the back yard.So to each
story of revenge, to each instance of someone taking the law into his or her own hands, we bring
our own history, just as Bernhard Goetz brought a history of being mugged onto a subway train
one fateful day. We see the event through the filter of our own prejudices, our own beliefs. Many
of the people in this book are innocent victims who were brought to the point of rage. They are
people we can root for against people we despise. But others are malcontents, sociopaths, bad
apples, people who took the law into their own hands when the law should have taken them into
its hands.You’ll have to decide which is which.INTRODUCTIONA few years ago in Bristol,
Connecticut, two friends and I created the greatest plan in history for the correction of all social
problems. And we weren’t even drinking. It was called “The Bristol Plan,” and it covered pretty
much everything: the environment, elections, taxes, you name it. But perhaps the most
provocative part of the plan was its criminal justice system.Under The Bristol Plan there would
be only two possible sentences for felonies:Two years in prison.Death by hanging.The two-year
sentence would be served by most offenders on their first conviction. Car thieves, shoplifters,
unarmed burglars, extortionists, embezzlers, check forgers, drunk drivers, and corrupt politicians
would be sent away for twenty-four months to reconsider the choices they had been making.This
prison would be unlike the prisons we know today. It would be a clean and well-lighted place,
geared entirely toward rehabilitation. The two-year prisoner would wear street clothes, eat
nutritious meals, learn new skills, get counseling, enjoy conjugal visits, and be supplied with
Tony Robbins tapes. In other words, the prisoner would have every opportunity to reform. The
cost of this two-year prison would be small, when measured against the billions we would save
by no longer operating huge maximum-security fortresses. This two-year prison would probably
be relatively easy to escape from, but we reckoned that escapes would be rare, inasmuch as the



punishment for attempted escape would be death by hanging.When the prisoner was released
from a two-year prison he would be supported until he got a job, and we would help in that effort.
If he didn’t help himself, then, of course, we would hang him. In fact, we would do everything
possible to get this person up and running again, a productive member of society. Once the
prisoner had gone through a two-year sentence, there would be no conceivable excuse for his
committing another crime.The only other possible sentence for a felony under The Bristol Plan
would be death by hanging. This sentence would be given on the first conviction to murderers,
rapists, kidnappers, and anybody who carried a deadly weapon in the commission of a crime.It
seemed to us that giving these people five- and ten-year sentences was like burying atomic
waste for five years and then dropping it into the nearest reservoir. Under this system we would
use a lot of rope, but the recidivism rate would drop sharply.The death sentence, by the way,
would also go to attempted murderers. We didn’t understand why attempted murder is treated
as a lesser crime than murder. Clearly, the criminal who tries to kill is equally as dangerous to
society as the one who does kill, though perhaps not as good a shot, so why should we reward
incompetence with a lesser sentence?The crimes punishable by two-year sentences would be
divided into categories, depending on their severity. A person might commit a minor crime three
times, and serve three two-year sentences, and be hanged for the fourth offense. Someone who
committed a more severe crime might get a second two-year sentence, and hang for the third
offense.But sooner or later any series of felonies, no matter what the crime, would lead to the
gallows. There would be no such thing as a fifth offense, and no such thing as a “known career
criminal.” As we saw it, by the time a felon went through the two-year sentence a time or two, he
would be so certain of the consequences of future crimes that committing another crime would
be the equivalent of saying, “Please hang me.”To commit a hanging crime would, in effect, be to
commit suicide. It would be a death wish, and we would grant that wish within seventy-two hours
of conviction. There would be no appeals process. It seemed silly to us to set up a justice system
and then put in an appeals process which basically says the system can’t be trusted to work
properly.There was a lot more to The Bristol Plan. We were going to hang the presidents of
corporations that knowingly poisoned the drinking water, or knowingly sold defective parts to the
military. We thought we might establish a hanging channel on cable TV, so people could see
their tax dollars at work. We might have gone too far at times. I, for example, wanted to hang any
organist who played one of those moronic cavalry charges during an NBA basketball game. But I
was voted down.However, it did seem that as long as we limited the discussion to serious
felonies, we had come up with a system of justice that everybody could live with. The right-
wingers would go for all the hangings, and the liberals would be delighted about the two years of
rehab.During the last three years I have described this plan to hundreds of people. And in all that
time I don’t think I have met one person who wouldn’t vote for it. Conservatives, liberals,
Democrats, Republicans, and Libertarians all agree that what we’re doing now isn’t working.
When they hear The Bristol Plan their eyes light up; they get excited. “Yes, yes,” they say, “and
the child molesters and the people who sell crack in the schoolyards, and the men who beat



their wives, let’s hang them all.”Clearly, The Bristol Plan had struck a nerve.The people I talk to
are wringing their hands and shaking their heads. They cannot believe how incredibly
cumbersome, slow, and ineffective the criminal justice system is. They believe that when a crime
is committed, justice comes slowly or not at all. They believe that most criminals go unpunished
and that the ones who are punished are not punished severely enough. And the people who
believe these things are absolutely right. The system is a disaster. Most murders are never
solved. Most indicted criminals plea bargain their way into laughable sentences. Most sentences
are never served. Most devices for capital punishment are gathering dust, and when they are
used, the taxpayers’ bill runs between one million and three million dollars. By 1990, it seemed
to me that there were no more liberals on crime.What I was hearing in people’s response to The
Bristol Plan was rage. You couldn’t enjoy an evening walk in the city, because you might get
mugged. You worried about buying that sports car you’ve always wanted because there was an
excellent chance that it would be stolen. Your kid couldn’t play basketball in the gym after school
anymore because there had been a knifing incident there. Your hairdresser had bruises on her
face because her husband was beating her and the cops wouldn’t arrest him. Your taxes went up
to pay for more cops, more prisons, more prosecutors, more judges—and all this more didn’t
seem to make the slightest bit of difference. Cars were being hijacked, little old couples were
being clubbed to death in their candy stores, women were being raped in broad daylight, and the
National Rifle Association was saying, in effect, that if some homicidal psycho really needed a
gun right now, real bad, he shouldn’t have to wait four days for it.So there was a lot of rage going
on and I was fascinated by it in others, and in myself. Here I was, a lifelong liberal, getting ready
to hang half the criminals in the kingdom. I knew there were others like me, lots of them.And
there were many people who had done far more than just sitting in a Connecticut living room
concocting a plan. There were people who had taken the law into their own hands. When the law
had been unavailable, or worked too slowly, or punished too lightly, they had gotten revenge.
Some had simply grabbed muggers or videotaped dope dealers breaking the law, or threatened
to kill the drug customers. Others had shot burglars to death, chased down rapists and
murdered them, shoved knives into the backs of abusive husbands, burned crack houses, and
beaten purse snatchers. And I wondered, were these unusual people? Or were they just me next
year, or the year after?Like most people in the audience, I had cheered when Charles Bronson
casually blew away street criminals in Death Wish. And years later I took vicarious pleasure in
the actions of Bernhard Goetz. I knew his rage; I understood his reaction. And I bet you did, too.
Intellectually, we all know that the orderly thing to do is to let the law take its course, but
emotionally we all have a bit of Charles Bronson in us. These days when a victim, or a friend or
relative of the victim, gets swift justice by plugging a couple of bullets into the criminal who
violated him, we might talk about the rule of law, and editorialize about the threat of democracy
when citizens take the law into their own hands, but secretly we cheer.This book is about
Americans who did just that in recent years. It is about the kind of revenge that occurs when law
can’t solve the problem, or when someone believes that to be true. All of these people acted out



of rage and a belief that there was no system out there to get them the pound of flesh they
believed they were entitled to.But there is a very dark side to all of this. Americans don’t cheer for
everyone who takes revenge. Certainly we do not cheer for Ralph Orin Davis who walked into a
city council meeting in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, and shot the mayor to death and wounded two
councilmen because of a dispute over a sewerage bill. Or the Florida man who shot his
stockbroker for allegedly mismanaging funds. Or the Rhode Island man who murdered a man’s
entire family because of alleged financial mismanagement. But these people were enraged, too,
and no doubt they felt every bit as justified in their actions as the abused wife who shoots her
husband after he has beaten her and humiliated her for twenty years.Though most people have
probably heard about one instance of revenge that secretly pleased them, there is nothing like
total agreement on whose revenge is satisfying to the enraged spirit and whose is not. There are
those unsettling cases of revenge which please some people and outrage others. Take, for
example, San Diego’s Elizabeth Broderick, whose story filled the West Coast newspapers for a
couple of years, showed up on 20/20, and eventually was made into not one, but two television
movies. Broderick said she shot to death her ex-husband, who was a prominent lawyer, and his
new wife, because she had been emotionally abused by him for years and he had used the legal
system to destroy her. Her story was so convincing that much of the public and part of her jury
sided with her. She was eventually convicted of second-degree murder. Women all over America
turned this person into some kind of heroine. And yet, when I saw her on television, not even
knowing who she was, I said to myself, boy, that is one sick lady. To me she would not have been
less sympathetic if she was murdering school kids and burying them in the back yard.So to each
story of revenge, to each instance of someone taking the law into his or her own hands, we bring
our own history, just as Bernhard Goetz brought a history of being mugged onto a subway train
one fateful day. We see the event through the filter of our own prejudices, our own beliefs. Many
of the people in this book are innocent victims who were brought to the point of rage. They are
people we can root for against people we despise. But others are malcontents, sociopaths, bad
apples, people who took the law into their own hands when the law should have taken them into
its hands.You’ll have to decide which is which.CHAPTER ONEDEADLY
NEIGHBORSMachiasport is a lovely and quiet town that lies in the coastal lowlands of eastern
Maine, bout halfway up the state, where even on summer days a chill wind can blow off the north
Atlantic across salt marshes and tidal creeks. In fact, Machiasport is almost as far east as you
can go in the U.S.A. The Machias Bay area, which includes Machiasport, is known for its
beautiful shoreline, its lighthouses, sandy beaches, and quiet fishing villages. There are two
things you don’t expect to find in Machiasport. One is air-conditioning. The other is violence.But
on the night of August 29, 1989, Machiasport saw violence that the townspeople will never
forget. The violence involved a thirty-eight-year-old surveyor by the name of Michael Phillips,
and his forty-one-year-old wife, Florence.The Phillipses had moved from Indiana to Maine,
where they planned, says their daughter, Sandra, “to live a simple life.” Their four grown children
lived back in the Midwest, but their eleven-year-old son, Michael, Jr., moved with them into the



little red house on Route 191 in Machiasport.By August of 1989 the Phillips family had lived in
that Machiasport house for three years, three years which, their friends say, were made hellish
by their neighbor, Richard Uffelman.Uffelman, at a minimum, was a strange man. He and his
wife, Anita, and their two sons, lived across the road from the Phillipses in a stately, two-storied,
Athenian-styled house that was protected at the front by huge white pillars and broad picture
windows that were three panes thick. The house was a curiosity, known locally as Magnolia
Mansion. “It fit into the coastline of Maine about as well as the Taj Mahal would fit in Rome,” says
one local resident.Parked in the front yard of Magnolia Mansion were seven identical AMC Pacer
automobiles. There was also a doghouse with its own pillars. The money for the house came not
from Uffelman, it was rumored, but from his Belgian-born wife, whose father had gotten rich by
manufacturing computer chips in Belgium. Uffelman had been living in the house for ten
years.After the Phillipses moved in, there was a short period of congeniality between the two
families.“We liked our new neighbors very much,” Richard Uffelman has said. “We liked Mikey.
He and my sons were like the Three Musketeers.”But soon Uffelman began to believe that the
Phillips family was out to get him. Uffelman accused the Phillipses of harassing him. He told the
police that the Phillipses had thrown bottles in his yard. Michael and Florence denied it, but
Uffelman was adamant. He complained because the Phillipses burned wood to heat their home.
Haranguing them over a public address system which he had installed in his house, he called
them “white trash,” and urged them to move.When the Phillipses complained about the
loudspeaker, and about the rock music that blared from Uffelman’s house, somebody leaked the
air out of their tires. When they complained a second time, somebody doused their porch with
kerosene. When they urged neighbors to sign a petition demanding that Uffelman move, they
received threatening phone calls and they were assaulted by the recorded sound of machine
gun fire which Uffelman played over his public address system.In his arsenal of noisemakers
Uffelman also had a siren that shrieked at all hours of the day and night. “It sounded,” says one
neighbor, “as if there was a police car or an ambulance right in your yard.”The Phillipses were
also disturbed by Uffelman’s military mindset. He fancied himself a General Patton and he kept
his boys, Rick and Gerry, then ages ten and twelve, at constant military alert. He tutored them
from a Marine Corps manual. He trained them in firearms and the laying down of “suppressive
fire,” in case of attack. He ran them through close-order drills on his deck.Though the Phillipses
didn’t know it, Uffelman was also conducting what were called “Marty Raids,” emergency drills to
prepare the family for an expected attack from Anita’s ex-husband, Marty, even though the family
had not seen Marty in more than ten years.Mike Phillips recalls that Uffelman “was always yelling
at us with a bullhorn and shining spotlights on us.” He says, “My mom and dad bought me a new
bike, but they wouldn’t let me ride it down the road, because they were afraid he would do
something to me.”“It got so that Michael couldn’t have friends over,” says Constance Morse,
Florence’s sister. “I’ve seen Uffelman and his family carrying seven weapons at a time. He used
to have his boys parading around with guns and they would stand at attention in front of his
house.”At one point the Phillipses even told their lawyer that they thought Uffelman might



eventually kill them.While the Phillips family sought help from the law, Uffelman, too, sought it.
During this period he filed complaints, forty-seven of them, accusing the Phillipses of harassing
him. He claimed that they threw things at his house, stole letters from his mailbox, and had even
shot bullets at his swimming pool while his boys were in it.Wesley Hussey, a state police
sergeant who handled some of the complaints, says, “Both parties had multiple witnesses,
family members, friends, telling opposite stories. You couldn’t honestly say that one was more
credible than the other.”Uffelman constantly complained about Michael and Florence Phillips to
whoever would listen at the Dennysville post office, where he worked part-time as a clerk, at the
grocery store, and at the gun store. Robert Carter, a Machiasport gun dealer, says that on the
afternoon of August 29, Uffelman was in the store with his two sons, and told Carter that the
Phillipses were trying to get him outside so that they could shoot him.“I’m not going to take any
chances,” Uffelman said. “I’m not going to become a statistic.”Colby Kilton, who is married to
Florence Philips’s niece, Vanessa, was a Phillips houseguest at the time, and he says that on
that same afternoon he went out to his truck to get something, and Uffelman came on the
loudspeaker, shouting, “I’m going to waste you, Colby,” and “Did they send you out as a practice
target, Colby?”Certainly to people in Machiasport it seemed that the Phillipses and the
Uffelmans were engaged in a full-fledged feud. The romantic idea of a feud is of two sides
equally at fault, or equally justified, in their outrage. A feud is a game of revenge. Smith shoots
Brown’s pig, so Brown gets even by shooting Smith’s goat. Smith gets even by burning Brown’s
barn, then Brown evens the score by raping Smith’s sister, then Smith shoots Brown’s son in the
back, then Brown hangs Smith from the nearest oak tree. They take turns, like checker players,
until one of them is dead.But the truth is that Richard Uffelman was a one-man feud, searching
for a target, a man who would have gotten into a gunfight with the pope if no one else was
available. He was, to use a popular metaphor, a bomb waiting to explode. He was, in plain
language, nuts.In 1979, after many years in New Jersey, Richard Uffelman had returned to
Cutler, Maine, in the Machias Bay area, where he had been stationed in the navy. He had always
seen himself as an enforcer of laws, a keeper of peace, so when a job as the sole police officer
in Cutler, a town of four hundred residents, opened up, Uffelman applied for it. In applying for the
CETA-funded job, Uffelman told the Cutler selectmen that he had worked in New Jersey as an
informant.He told them that from 1968 until May of 1977 he worked as an informant for a variety
of law enforcement agencies.“He told us that information on criminal activities was big business,”
Kord says. “He saw himself as a kind of crusader for justice.”Uffelman told the selectmen that he
had friends in the U.S. Treasury Department. As he told it, he first made contact with the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Bureau of Narcotics in 1968 when he offered the bureau information
about a narcotics dealer. At the department’s request, he spent the next several months in
surveillance, watching the movement of drugs and drug money at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.In the early 1970s, he said, he became friends with police officers in a Pennsylvania
city, which he chose not to identify. When he sensed that the local cops were sandbagging on
the investigation of an alleged drug operation he turned to his friends at the Treasury



Department. Treasury sent him undercover, he said, and he helped them break up the drug ring
and bring the bad cops to justice.In April of 1975, he said, he helped the Camden County
prosecutor’s office in a police investigation that was eventually turned over to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. (BATF) After that, Uffelman said, he worked regularly as an
informant for the BATF, work which he did, he said, for little or no pay. He told the Cutler
selectmen that the work was dangerous, that it required cool thinking.Among the reasons, that
Uffelman gave of why he should be hired as Cutler’s police officer were the fact that he lived
near the center of town, that his hobby was firearms, and that he owned a Dodge Military Model
Power Wagon. He also told them that, because he was retired from the Navy, he would have
access to Navy special services equipment. Kord says, “He also said that he had twenty years'
experience as a diver, and owned several boats.”Uffelman spoke highly of the people of Cutler,
saying he valued their friendship and would always have their best interests at heart.“He told us
that a police officer must be worthy of his keep,” Kord recalls. “He said he wanted to live in Cutler
forever because he loved the people.”Like much of what Uffelman said, this application letter
was neither all truth nor all fiction. It was truth, enlarged by imagination. Uffelman was an
intelligent man who was capable at times of great charm, and the people of the area were taken
in. Specifically, the selectmen of the town of Cutler accepted him at his word, without checking
his background, and made him town officer.Soon after Uffelman was appointed, the town
selectmen were voted out of office and replaced by a new trio of selectmen. One of them was
Bob Kord, who today says he always knew that something terrible would happen.“The biggest
crime we’d had here was one time somebody stole some branches off a tree to make a
Christmas wreath,” Kord says, “but Richard walked around town all the time with a gun strapped
to his hip. Normally, our police officer doesn’t carry a gun, so that was highly unusual. People
kept calling me and saying they were afraid of him. They said he was snooping around their
houses at night, as if he were casing the places for later. The first week he was on the job he
shot a dog in the center of town. He said the dog bit him, but the owner of the dog says that
never happened. This is just a little Sleepy Hollow of a town where people go about their
business. They didn’t want this Rambo Robocop roaming around town.“So I talked to him. I said,
‘Richard, maybe you should keep a lower profile, take off the leather.’ He used to wear this
leather cap that looked like a Nazi thing. I explained to him that we were interested more in a
constable kind of thing, someone who would make sure there was no trouble, and be available
for elderly people if they needed help. But my phone kept ringing off the wall with complaints. I
told him, ‘We can’t have complaints like this.’ He said, ‘Give me their names.’ Of course, I
couldn’t do that; it would betray a confidence.”Kord was concerned enough to check on
Uffelman’s New Jersey story. Uffelman had claimed that he’d gone undercover and supplied
information to Special Agent Danny Markovich of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
on over twenty cases, and had used “a multitude of criminal investigative techniques, including
electronic devices.” But when Kord called Markovich, he learned that Uffelman had been
involved in far fewer cases and had never used sophisticated equipment. The overall picture that



Markovich gave was a somewhat different version of Uffelman’s career.“I was told that Uffelman
used to come into the office with lists of license plate numbers, and all sorts of suspicions,” Kord
says. “They saw him as a pest.”Kord and the other selectmen talked it over and decided to fire
Uffelman.“I went to his house, which was in town, and I told him we’d have to let him go,” Kord
says. “Either he could resign or we would have to fire him, and he would be entitled to a public
hearing. When I told him this, his wife, Anita, got upset. What happened next was frightening. I
left the house. Uffelman gave his wife a terrible smack, and then he came running after me like a
dog. He kept tapping me on the back and he said, ‘I owe you one, go ahead, take a punch at
me.’“He was wearing a gun, and I just knew that if I punched him, he would use that as an
excuse to gun me down. He probably figured there were neighbors looking out the windows and
he would have witnesses if I hit him. I told him I didn’t want to, so he put out his hand and said,
‘Then shake my hand, let’s be friends.’“My first impressions of Richard had been that he was
sincere, and intelligent. The guy is suave, he’s got a lot of marbles. But by now it was pretty clear
to me that this guy was unhinged, so I didn’t shake his hand. That might be all he needed to feel
as if I had assaulted him. He had this default button that says if someone doesn’t agree with you,
blow them away. I got in my car and I got out of there in a hurry. The thing was he took pleasure
in this sort of thing. There was a sense of danger and it was thrilling to him. He was eating it
up.”Uffelman did get his public hearing, but his dismissal was upheld. Among the reasons cited
in the official Notice of Dismissal were the fact that Uffelman had made misleading statements
on his application for employment. Uffelman was also cited for insubordination because he
refused to cooperate with the selectmen, and for dereliction of duty because he failed to show
up when he was supposed to be security officer at the Cutler Grange dance.After Uffelman was
fired he bought a house in Machiasport, and Bob Kord had little direct contact with him. Most of
what Kord knew about Uffelman came from “Uffelman stories,” which were always circulating the
community like dirty jokes.One day Kord ran into a man who had asked Uffelman if he was going
to a turkey shoot. Uffelman reportedly said, “Yes, I ought to go, because I’m going to kill Kord. But
I’ve got to save a bullet for the other selectmen who fired me.”One day Kord’s kids saw Uffelman
swimming at the local beach and reported that he had a knife strapped to his leg. On another
occasion Uffelman told people that he could burn down Kord’s log cabin and nobody would
know he did it, because he could use some sort of rocket to deliver the fuel.“I was really afraid
that this guy was going to come down the road and shoot me,” Kord says.Though Uffelman
never did attack Kord, he charged dozens of phone calls to Kord’s number before Kord reported
him to the phone company and the calls stopped.It became widely known that Uffelman was
dangerously paranoid, believing that people were out to get him. When his house burned down,
he began to build the house that would become Magnolia Mansion. But, according to Kord, at
least one person claims to have seen plans for the new Uffelman house before the old house
burned. One carpenter working on the new house told Kord that he was worried, because
Uffelman had some sort of trip wire rigged in his field.Soon after Uffelman and his family moved
into the new house in Machiasport, the family that lived in the house across the road moved out



because of Uffelman. The next family had a dog mysteriously shot. They moved out. Then came
Michael and Florence Phillips and their son Mike.“I think they were just determined that they
would not be pushed around,” Kord says. “They were good citizens, they paid their taxes, and
they had a right to walk on the streets. They just weren’t going to give in to this bully. I feel guilty
now. I wish I had known what was going on, because I would have gone to them and told them,
this guy is dangerous.”With each complaint about Uffelman, the Phillipses were told by the
police that there must be proof. So, after an incident in which Uffelman almost ran down
Florence Phillips, the couple bought a video camera and began secretly taping Uffelman’s
movements outside of Magnolia Mansion. The Phillipses taped Uffelman as he put his boys
through their military paces, and they turned the tapes over to the police. But nothing they
captured on videotape was worthy of police intervention. So on August 29, they set up the video
camera in their kitchen window, aimed it at Uffelman’s house, and sat down to dinner with Colby
and Vanessa Kilton, and Mike. Then Michael Phillips strapped on a holstered .357 Magnum
handgun, packed a Titan .25 pistol into his pocket, and went for a walk with Florence.Though it
was common for Michael and Florence Phillips to take such a stroll, it seems that this particular
walk was designed to provoke Uffelman. The fact that they aimed the camera at their neighbor’s
house and left it running, and that Michael armed himself with two guns, indicates that the
Phillipses might finally have reached the point of taking the law into their own hands. Perhaps
they were hoping that Uffelman would draw on them, and they could shoot him in self-defense,
bringing the feud to an end. Then they could dramatically run the videotape in court to prove
their innocence.While the Phillipses were clearly being victimized in this Machiasport drama,
feuding neighbors who take the law into their own hands are not always so sympathetic. Take, for
example, the case of Robert and Susan McLaughlin.On the night of June 1, 1988, Robert and
Marie Gushing were at home watching a Boston Celtics basketball game on television in
Hampton, New Hampshire. Robert Gushing, who was sixty-three, got up to get something from
the kitchen. While he was up, there was a knock on the front door. He went through the living
room into the hall, and opened the door. He saw a figure in black holding a shotgun. It was the
last thing Robert Gushing saw. The assailant fired the shotgun twice, killing Mr. Gushing
immediately.On August 27, police officer Robert McLaughlin, Sr., forty-seven, who had been a
police officer in Hampton for eighteen years, turned himself in and confessed to the
murder.According to witnesses McLaughlin, an alcoholic, was a total mess at the time. One of
his lawyers claimed that McLaughlin had been drinking daily and using drugs all through that
summer, and someone else who knew McLaughlin says that by the time he was arrested he
could barely tie his shoes. He had killed Gushing, he said, to settle a feud.So what was this feud
all about? Had Mr. Gushing poisoned the McLaughlin dog? Had he scratched the McLaughlin
fender? No. In fact, the feud, such as it was, had ended years ago as far as Gushing was
concerned. He had no idea that it had festered day and night in the mind of his neighbor.Sandra
Matheson is the Director of Victim Advocates of the New Hampshire Attorney General’s Office.
She was involved with the McLaughlin case, she says, “from day one,” and she explains the so-



called “feud” this way:“It’s really quite crazy and bizarre. About fourteen years before the murder,
there had been a fatal automobile accident involving a couple of teenagers in front of Gushing’s
house. The accident had no relationship to Mr. Gushing. When the police came, Gushing was
trying to help out, direct traffic and so forth. There was some kind of confrontation between the
police and Mr. Cushing. He was smoking a cigarette and they wanted him to put it out because
of the spilled gasoline, something like that. In any case, there was a problem, and they arrested
him, and charges of some sort were brought against Mr. Gushing.“Shortly after that a woman
neighbor of the Cushings was arrested for reckless driving. She was driving home from church
on a Saturday night and she drove across a yellow line. She was arrested by Mr. McLaughlin and
another officer. According to her, the woman was roughed up and her coat was torn. The officers
claimed she was drinking and somewhat resistant. She claimed that they roughed her up
because she was scheduled to be a witness for Mr. Cushing in the case against him.“Well, Mr.
Cushing’s son, Rene, was a real social activist, and before long there was this big protest about
police brutality and there were petitions to the selectmen and calls for the firings of the officers
and so forth. Posters were put up against these two officers. Mr. Cushing, himself, had nothing to
do with this.“As it turned out, nothing ever came of the charges against Mr. Gushing, they were
just dropped. Mr. Gushing and Mr. McLaughlin, even though they were neighbors, never even
met. But Mr. McLaughlin formed a grudge. He was convinced that this police brutality protest
had destroyed his career progress. Eighteen years with the police department and he never
advanced, and he believed it was the Gushing family’s fault. He never spoke to them. As the
years went by, McLaughlin became more and more of a basket case. He would do crazy things
like fire his gun out the window of his cruiser, smoke marijuana at police parties, get drunk. He
got addicted to prescription drugs and all the time he and his wife had this grudge going against
the Cushings.”As police investigated McLaughlin’s story about how he had murdered Gushing,
they learned that a month earlier both Robert, Sr., and his wife Susan, thirty-six, had told their
son Robert, Jr., that the two of them had killed Cushing.So Robert, Sr., revised his story. In the
new version the murderer of Robert Gushing was, he said, his wife. He said that he had been at
home sleeping the night of the shooting, but that his wife had left their apartment at six-thirty P.M.
on June 1, and returned at midnight.“It was a crazy time,” he said. “She told me that she had
gone to the Gushing home and what she had done. She told me that she had shot someone at
the Gushing home and thrown the shotgun into the river.” McLaughlin told police that he had
confessed to the murder because he hoped it would lead investigators to his wife.The state
meanwhile had its own version. According to prosecutors, Robert and Susan McLaughlin were
watching Apocalypse Now on television that night when Robert announced that he was ready to
kill someone in the Gushing household. Susan begged Robert to take her with him. He said
okay, and the two of them dressed in black. Though Gushing lived only a hundred steps from the
Mclaughlin’s basement apartment, Susan drove Robert to Gushing’s house on Winnacunnet
Road, and acted as lookout while Robert knocked twice on the door, then shot Gushing in the
chest and abdomen when he answered.CHAPTER ONEDEADLY NEIGHBORSMachiasport is a



lovely and quiet town that lies in the coastal lowlands of eastern Maine, bout halfway up the
state, where even on summer days a chill wind can blow off the north Atlantic across salt
marshes and tidal creeks. In fact, Machiasport is almost as far east as you can go in the U.S.A.
The Machias Bay area, which includes Machiasport, is known for its beautiful shoreline, its
lighthouses, sandy beaches, and quiet fishing villages. There are two things you don’t expect to
find in Machiasport. One is air-conditioning. The other is violence.But on the night of August 29,
1989, Machiasport saw violence that the townspeople will never forget. The violence involved a
thirty-eight-year-old surveyor by the name of Michael Phillips, and his forty-one-year-old wife,
Florence.The Phillipses had moved from Indiana to Maine, where they planned, says their
daughter, Sandra, “to live a simple life.” Their four grown children lived back in the Midwest, but
their eleven-year-old son, Michael, Jr., moved with them into the little red house on Route 191 in
Machiasport.By August of 1989 the Phillips family had lived in that Machiasport house for three
years, three years which, their friends say, were made hellish by their neighbor, Richard
Uffelman.Uffelman, at a minimum, was a strange man. He and his wife, Anita, and their two
sons, lived across the road from the Phillipses in a stately, two-storied, Athenian-styled house
that was protected at the front by huge white pillars and broad picture windows that were three
panes thick. The house was a curiosity, known locally as Magnolia Mansion. “It fit into the
coastline of Maine about as well as the Taj Mahal would fit in Rome,” says one local
resident.Parked in the front yard of Magnolia Mansion were seven identical AMC Pacer
automobiles. There was also a doghouse with its own pillars. The money for the house came not
from Uffelman, it was rumored, but from his Belgian-born wife, whose father had gotten rich by
manufacturing computer chips in Belgium. Uffelman had been living in the house for ten
years.After the Phillipses moved in, there was a short period of congeniality between the two
families.“We liked our new neighbors very much,” Richard Uffelman has said. “We liked Mikey.
He and my sons were like the Three Musketeers.”But soon Uffelman began to believe that the
Phillips family was out to get him. Uffelman accused the Phillipses of harassing him. He told the
police that the Phillipses had thrown bottles in his yard. Michael and Florence denied it, but
Uffelman was adamant. He complained because the Phillipses burned wood to heat their home.
Haranguing them over a public address system which he had installed in his house, he called
them “white trash,” and urged them to move.When the Phillipses complained about the
loudspeaker, and about the rock music that blared from Uffelman’s house, somebody leaked the
air out of their tires. When they complained a second time, somebody doused their porch with
kerosene. When they urged neighbors to sign a petition demanding that Uffelman move, they
received threatening phone calls and they were assaulted by the recorded sound of machine
gun fire which Uffelman played over his public address system.In his arsenal of noisemakers
Uffelman also had a siren that shrieked at all hours of the day and night. “It sounded,” says one
neighbor, “as if there was a police car or an ambulance right in your yard.”The Phillipses were
also disturbed by Uffelman’s military mindset. He fancied himself a General Patton and he kept
his boys, Rick and Gerry, then ages ten and twelve, at constant military alert. He tutored them



from a Marine Corps manual. He trained them in firearms and the laying down of “suppressive
fire,” in case of attack. He ran them through close-order drills on his deck.Though the Phillipses
didn’t know it, Uffelman was also conducting what were called “Marty Raids,” emergency drills to
prepare the family for an expected attack from Anita’s ex-husband, Marty, even though the family
had not seen Marty in more than ten years.Mike Phillips recalls that Uffelman “was always yelling
at us with a bullhorn and shining spotlights on us.” He says, “My mom and dad bought me a new
bike, but they wouldn’t let me ride it down the road, because they were afraid he would do
something to me.”“It got so that Michael couldn’t have friends over,” says Constance Morse,
Florence’s sister. “I’ve seen Uffelman and his family carrying seven weapons at a time. He used
to have his boys parading around with guns and they would stand at attention in front of his
house.”At one point the Phillipses even told their lawyer that they thought Uffelman might
eventually kill them.While the Phillips family sought help from the law, Uffelman, too, sought it.
During this period he filed complaints, forty-seven of them, accusing the Phillipses of harassing
him. He claimed that they threw things at his house, stole letters from his mailbox, and had even
shot bullets at his swimming pool while his boys were in it.Wesley Hussey, a state police
sergeant who handled some of the complaints, says, “Both parties had multiple witnesses,
family members, friends, telling opposite stories. You couldn’t honestly say that one was more
credible than the other.”Uffelman constantly complained about Michael and Florence Phillips to
whoever would listen at the Dennysville post office, where he worked part-time as a clerk, at the
grocery store, and at the gun store. Robert Carter, a Machiasport gun dealer, says that on the
afternoon of August 29, Uffelman was in the store with his two sons, and told Carter that the
Phillipses were trying to get him outside so that they could shoot him.“I’m not going to take any
chances,” Uffelman said. “I’m not going to become a statistic.”Colby Kilton, who is married to
Florence Philips’s niece, Vanessa, was a Phillips houseguest at the time, and he says that on
that same afternoon he went out to his truck to get something, and Uffelman came on the
loudspeaker, shouting, “I’m going to waste you, Colby,” and “Did they send you out as a practice
target, Colby?”Certainly to people in Machiasport it seemed that the Phillipses and the
Uffelmans were engaged in a full-fledged feud. The romantic idea of a feud is of two sides
equally at fault, or equally justified, in their outrage. A feud is a game of revenge. Smith shoots
Brown’s pig, so Brown gets even by shooting Smith’s goat. Smith gets even by burning Brown’s
barn, then Brown evens the score by raping Smith’s sister, then Smith shoots Brown’s son in the
back, then Brown hangs Smith from the nearest oak tree. They take turns, like checker players,
until one of them is dead.But the truth is that Richard Uffelman was a one-man feud, searching
for a target, a man who would have gotten into a gunfight with the pope if no one else was
available. He was, to use a popular metaphor, a bomb waiting to explode. He was, in plain
language, nuts.In 1979, after many years in New Jersey, Richard Uffelman had returned to
Cutler, Maine, in the Machias Bay area, where he had been stationed in the navy. He had always
seen himself as an enforcer of laws, a keeper of peace, so when a job as the sole police officer
in Cutler, a town of four hundred residents, opened up, Uffelman applied for it. In applying for the



CETA-funded job, Uffelman told the Cutler selectmen that he had worked in New Jersey as an
informant.He told them that from 1968 until May of 1977 he worked as an informant for a variety
of law enforcement agencies.“He told us that information on criminal activities was big business,”
Kord says. “He saw himself as a kind of crusader for justice.”Uffelman told the selectmen that he
had friends in the U.S. Treasury Department. As he told it, he first made contact with the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Bureau of Narcotics in 1968 when he offered the bureau information
about a narcotics dealer. At the department’s request, he spent the next several months in
surveillance, watching the movement of drugs and drug money at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.In the early 1970s, he said, he became friends with police officers in a Pennsylvania
city, which he chose not to identify. When he sensed that the local cops were sandbagging on
the investigation of an alleged drug operation he turned to his friends at the Treasury
Department. Treasury sent him undercover, he said, and he helped them break up the drug ring
and bring the bad cops to justice.In April of 1975, he said, he helped the Camden County
prosecutor’s office in a police investigation that was eventually turned over to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. (BATF) After that, Uffelman said, he worked regularly as an
informant for the BATF, work which he did, he said, for little or no pay. He told the Cutler
selectmen that the work was dangerous, that it required cool thinking.Among the reasons, that
Uffelman gave of why he should be hired as Cutler’s police officer were the fact that he lived
near the center of town, that his hobby was firearms, and that he owned a Dodge Military Model
Power Wagon. He also told them that, because he was retired from the Navy, he would have
access to Navy special services equipment. Kord says, “He also said that he had twenty years'
experience as a diver, and owned several boats.”Uffelman spoke highly of the people of Cutler,
saying he valued their friendship and would always have their best interests at heart.“He told us
that a police officer must be worthy of his keep,” Kord recalls. “He said he wanted to live in Cutler
forever because he loved the people.”Like much of what Uffelman said, this application letter
was neither all truth nor all fiction. It was truth, enlarged by imagination. Uffelman was an
intelligent man who was capable at times of great charm, and the people of the area were taken
in. Specifically, the selectmen of the town of Cutler accepted him at his word, without checking
his background, and made him town officer.Soon after Uffelman was appointed, the town
selectmen were voted out of office and replaced by a new trio of selectmen. One of them was
Bob Kord, who today says he always knew that something terrible would happen.“The biggest
crime we’d had here was one time somebody stole some branches off a tree to make a
Christmas wreath,” Kord says, “but Richard walked around town all the time with a gun strapped
to his hip. Normally, our police officer doesn’t carry a gun, so that was highly unusual. People
kept calling me and saying they were afraid of him. They said he was snooping around their
houses at night, as if he were casing the places for later. The first week he was on the job he
shot a dog in the center of town. He said the dog bit him, but the owner of the dog says that
never happened. This is just a little Sleepy Hollow of a town where people go about their
business. They didn’t want this Rambo Robocop roaming around town.“So I talked to him. I said,



‘Richard, maybe you should keep a lower profile, take off the leather.’ He used to wear this
leather cap that looked like a Nazi thing. I explained to him that we were interested more in a
constable kind of thing, someone who would make sure there was no trouble, and be available
for elderly people if they needed help. But my phone kept ringing off the wall with complaints. I
told him, ‘We can’t have complaints like this.’ He said, ‘Give me their names.’ Of course, I
couldn’t do that; it would betray a confidence.”Kord was concerned enough to check on
Uffelman’s New Jersey story. Uffelman had claimed that he’d gone undercover and supplied
information to Special Agent Danny Markovich of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
on over twenty cases, and had used “a multitude of criminal investigative techniques, including
electronic devices.” But when Kord called Markovich, he learned that Uffelman had been
involved in far fewer cases and had never used sophisticated equipment. The overall picture that
Markovich gave was a somewhat different version of Uffelman’s career.“I was told that Uffelman
used to come into the office with lists of license plate numbers, and all sorts of suspicions,” Kord
says. “They saw him as a pest.”Kord and the other selectmen talked it over and decided to fire
Uffelman.“I went to his house, which was in town, and I told him we’d have to let him go,” Kord
says. “Either he could resign or we would have to fire him, and he would be entitled to a public
hearing. When I told him this, his wife, Anita, got upset. What happened next was frightening. I
left the house. Uffelman gave his wife a terrible smack, and then he came running after me like a
dog. He kept tapping me on the back and he said, ‘I owe you one, go ahead, take a punch at
me.’“He was wearing a gun, and I just knew that if I punched him, he would use that as an
excuse to gun me down. He probably figured there were neighbors looking out the windows and
he would have witnesses if I hit him. I told him I didn’t want to, so he put out his hand and said,
‘Then shake my hand, let’s be friends.’“My first impressions of Richard had been that he was
sincere, and intelligent. The guy is suave, he’s got a lot of marbles. But by now it was pretty clear
to me that this guy was unhinged, so I didn’t shake his hand. That might be all he needed to feel
as if I had assaulted him. He had this default button that says if someone doesn’t agree with you,
blow them away. I got in my car and I got out of there in a hurry. The thing was he took pleasure
in this sort of thing. There was a sense of danger and it was thrilling to him. He was eating it
up.”Uffelman did get his public hearing, but his dismissal was upheld. Among the reasons cited
in the official Notice of Dismissal were the fact that Uffelman had made misleading statements
on his application for employment. Uffelman was also cited for insubordination because he
refused to cooperate with the selectmen, and for dereliction of duty because he failed to show
up when he was supposed to be security officer at the Cutler Grange dance.After Uffelman was
fired he bought a house in Machiasport, and Bob Kord had little direct contact with him. Most of
what Kord knew about Uffelman came from “Uffelman stories,” which were always circulating the
community like dirty jokes.One day Kord ran into a man who had asked Uffelman if he was going
to a turkey shoot. Uffelman reportedly said, “Yes, I ought to go, because I’m going to kill Kord. But
I’ve got to save a bullet for the other selectmen who fired me.”One day Kord’s kids saw Uffelman
swimming at the local beach and reported that he had a knife strapped to his leg. On another



occasion Uffelman told people that he could burn down Kord’s log cabin and nobody would
know he did it, because he could use some sort of rocket to deliver the fuel.“I was really afraid
that this guy was going to come down the road and shoot me,” Kord says.Though Uffelman
never did attack Kord, he charged dozens of phone calls to Kord’s number before Kord reported
him to the phone company and the calls stopped.It became widely known that Uffelman was
dangerously paranoid, believing that people were out to get him. When his house burned down,
he began to build the house that would become Magnolia Mansion. But, according to Kord, at
least one person claims to have seen plans for the new Uffelman house before the old house
burned. One carpenter working on the new house told Kord that he was worried, because
Uffelman had some sort of trip wire rigged in his field.Soon after Uffelman and his family moved
into the new house in Machiasport, the family that lived in the house across the road moved out
because of Uffelman. The next family had a dog mysteriously shot. They moved out. Then came
Michael and Florence Phillips and their son Mike.“I think they were just determined that they
would not be pushed around,” Kord says. “They were good citizens, they paid their taxes, and
they had a right to walk on the streets. They just weren’t going to give in to this bully. I feel guilty
now. I wish I had known what was going on, because I would have gone to them and told them,
this guy is dangerous.”With each complaint about Uffelman, the Phillipses were told by the
police that there must be proof. So, after an incident in which Uffelman almost ran down
Florence Phillips, the couple bought a video camera and began secretly taping Uffelman’s
movements outside of Magnolia Mansion. The Phillipses taped Uffelman as he put his boys
through their military paces, and they turned the tapes over to the police. But nothing they
captured on videotape was worthy of police intervention. So on August 29, they set up the video
camera in their kitchen window, aimed it at Uffelman’s house, and sat down to dinner with Colby
and Vanessa Kilton, and Mike. Then Michael Phillips strapped on a holstered .357 Magnum
handgun, packed a Titan .25 pistol into his pocket, and went for a walk with Florence.Though it
was common for Michael and Florence Phillips to take such a stroll, it seems that this particular
walk was designed to provoke Uffelman. The fact that they aimed the camera at their neighbor’s
house and left it running, and that Michael armed himself with two guns, indicates that the
Phillipses might finally have reached the point of taking the law into their own hands. Perhaps
they were hoping that Uffelman would draw on them, and they could shoot him in self-defense,
bringing the feud to an end. Then they could dramatically run the videotape in court to prove
their innocence.While the Phillipses were clearly being victimized in this Machiasport drama,
feuding neighbors who take the law into their own hands are not always so sympathetic. Take, for
example, the case of Robert and Susan McLaughlin.On the night of June 1, 1988, Robert and
Marie Gushing were at home watching a Boston Celtics basketball game on television in
Hampton, New Hampshire. Robert Gushing, who was sixty-three, got up to get something from
the kitchen. While he was up, there was a knock on the front door. He went through the living
room into the hall, and opened the door. He saw a figure in black holding a shotgun. It was the
last thing Robert Gushing saw. The assailant fired the shotgun twice, killing Mr. Gushing



immediately.On August 27, police officer Robert McLaughlin, Sr., forty-seven, who had been a
police officer in Hampton for eighteen years, turned himself in and confessed to the
murder.According to witnesses McLaughlin, an alcoholic, was a total mess at the time. One of
his lawyers claimed that McLaughlin had been drinking daily and using drugs all through that
summer, and someone else who knew McLaughlin says that by the time he was arrested he
could barely tie his shoes. He had killed Gushing, he said, to settle a feud.So what was this feud
all about? Had Mr. Gushing poisoned the McLaughlin dog? Had he scratched the McLaughlin
fender? No. In fact, the feud, such as it was, had ended years ago as far as Gushing was
concerned. He had no idea that it had festered day and night in the mind of his neighbor.Sandra
Matheson is the Director of Victim Advocates of the New Hampshire Attorney General’s Office.
She was involved with the McLaughlin case, she says, “from day one,” and she explains the so-
called “feud” this way:“It’s really quite crazy and bizarre. About fourteen years before the murder,
there had been a fatal automobile accident involving a couple of teenagers in front of Gushing’s
house. The accident had no relationship to Mr. Gushing. When the police came, Gushing was
trying to help out, direct traffic and so forth. There was some kind of confrontation between the
police and Mr. Cushing. He was smoking a cigarette and they wanted him to put it out because
of the spilled gasoline, something like that. In any case, there was a problem, and they arrested
him, and charges of some sort were brought against Mr. Gushing.“Shortly after that a woman
neighbor of the Cushings was arrested for reckless driving. She was driving home from church
on a Saturday night and she drove across a yellow line. She was arrested by Mr. McLaughlin and
another officer. According to her, the woman was roughed up and her coat was torn. The officers
claimed she was drinking and somewhat resistant. She claimed that they roughed her up
because she was scheduled to be a witness for Mr. Cushing in the case against him.“Well, Mr.
Cushing’s son, Rene, was a real social activist, and before long there was this big protest about
police brutality and there were petitions to the selectmen and calls for the firings of the officers
and so forth. Posters were put up against these two officers. Mr. Cushing, himself, had nothing to
do with this.“As it turned out, nothing ever came of the charges against Mr. Gushing, they were
just dropped. Mr. Gushing and Mr. McLaughlin, even though they were neighbors, never even
met. But Mr. McLaughlin formed a grudge. He was convinced that this police brutality protest
had destroyed his career progress. Eighteen years with the police department and he never
advanced, and he believed it was the Gushing family’s fault. He never spoke to them. As the
years went by, McLaughlin became more and more of a basket case. He would do crazy things
like fire his gun out the window of his cruiser, smoke marijuana at police parties, get drunk. He
got addicted to prescription drugs and all the time he and his wife had this grudge going against
the Cushings.”As police investigated McLaughlin’s story about how he had murdered Gushing,
they learned that a month earlier both Robert, Sr., and his wife Susan, thirty-six, had told their
son Robert, Jr., that the two of them had killed Cushing.So Robert, Sr., revised his story. In the
new version the murderer of Robert Gushing was, he said, his wife. He said that he had been at
home sleeping the night of the shooting, but that his wife had left their apartment at six-thirty P.M.



on June 1, and returned at midnight.“It was a crazy time,” he said. “She told me that she had
gone to the Gushing home and what she had done. She told me that she had shot someone at
the Gushing home and thrown the shotgun into the river.” McLaughlin told police that he had
confessed to the murder because he hoped it would lead investigators to his wife.The state
meanwhile had its own version. According to prosecutors, Robert and Susan McLaughlin were
watching Apocalypse Now on television that night when Robert announced that he was ready to
kill someone in the Gushing household. Susan begged Robert to take her with him. He said
okay, and the two of them dressed in black. Though Gushing lived only a hundred steps from the
Mclaughlin’s basement apartment, Susan drove Robert to Gushing’s house on Winnacunnet
Road, and acted as lookout while Robert knocked twice on the door, then shot Gushing in the
chest and abdomen when he answered.
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